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Sammanfattning 
I september 2018 driftsattes piloten för trolleytruckar i Aitik tillsammans med 
Caterpillar, ABB, Eitech, Zeppelin och Chalmers Universitet. En 700 meter lång 
bana där man med kontaktledning och strömavtagare driver de dieselelektriska 
truckarna med el. Projektet var samfinansierat av Energimyndigheten och har 
genererat stort intresse med förfrågningar från hela världen. 
Piloten har varit lyckad och visat på att det är möjligt att åstadkomma minskade 
CO2-utsläpp och ökad produktivitet samtidigt. Boliden har därför beslutat att gå 
vidare med ett trolleyexpansionsprojekt i både Aitik och Kevitsa. Detta öppnar 
upp för möjligheten att åstadkomma en helt dieselfri körcykel med hjälp av 
energilager på trucken och dynamisk laddning. 
 
Abstract 
In September 2018 Boliden commissioned a pilot on trolley assist in the Aitik 
mine together with Caterpillar, ABB, Eitech, Zeppelin and Chalmers University.  
A 700 meter long overhead line infrastructure powering the diesel electric trucks 
using pantographs. The project was partly funded by the Swedish Energy Agency 
and has attracted significant international interest, with many inquiries about the 
project from other parts of the world. 
The pilot have been a success, showing that it is possible to lower CO2-emissions 
while increasing productivity. Boliden has therefore decided to proceed with a 
trolley expansion project in both the Aitik and Kevitsa. This is an enabler to 
achieve a diesel free hauling cycle using on board energy storage systems and 
dynamic charging. 
 
 
Background 
Climate change and Greenhouse gas emissions have become one of the most 
critical challenges to solve for the mining industry. While it is widely understood 
that access to raw materials such as base metals is critical in order to transition the 
society into a sustainable future, it remains a challenge to prove that mining is a 
natural part of the solution. 
 
Boliden Mines have identified the dependence on fossil fuel in the mining 
operation as a risk both from an environmental and a financial perspective. In 
addition, Sweden have adopted legislation enforcing net zero emissions of 
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greenhouse gasses from fossil fuels [https://www.riksdagen.se/sv/dokument-
lagar/dokument/svensk-forfattningssamling/klimatlag-2017720_sfs-2017-720].   
 
Results from studies of energy consumption at Boliden Mines have shown that the 
open pit mining operations are the largest energy consumers, Figure 1. Note that 
the open pit mines, Kevitsa in Finland and Aitik in Sweden are producing higher 
tonnage than the underground operations, so on energy per ton basis the picture 
would be very different. 
 

 
Figure 1; Energy consumption in Boliden’s mine areas 

 
The energy sources for Boliden Mines are shown in Figure 2. Already today, 
electricity is the main energy source. Favorable energy mix in Sweden and 
reasonable mix in Finland means that the resulting greenhouse gas emissions 
related to electricity is low. The energy generated from diesel combustion is the 
clearly dominating source of emissions to address.    
 

 
Figure 2; Energy sources for Boliden Mines 

 
The major part of the diesel consumptions is the material transport in the open pit 
mines, specifically the haul truck fleet in Aitik and Kevitsa. Renewable diesel is 
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not seen as a realistic solution to the problem; Supply constraints, fuel cost and 
associated emissions from the fuel production process are not yet solved. 
 
Relatively high diesel prices and low electricity prices in Scandinavia benefits the 
business case of electrification. On top of this it the Swedish government in 2019 
decided to remove the tax reduction on diesel used in mining operations. 
Resulting in a drastic increase of diesel cost in the Swedish mines  
 
Based on above, electrification of the haul truck fleet have been identified as the 
preferred solution for Boliden Mines  
 
Technical solution 
The technical solution chosen is an electrification of haul trucks using overhead 
contact wires similar to technology used in railway applications. Similar solutions 
have been used for many decades, but with varying success 
[https://hutnyak.com/Trolley/trolleyhistory.html]. Systems are also in operation in 
mines in Africa 
[https://assets.new.siemens.com/siemens/assets/api/uuid:f239d4ee-c330-4fa0-
be6b-ddbb4dce1ab5/version:1560765047/brochure-simine-truck-en.pdf].  
The new system described in this article is the first one in arctic condition and 
optimized for deep pit operation, i.e. the trolley lane will not need to be dedicated 
to trolley truck traffic only.  
 
Haul Trucks 
The haul trucks used are four Caterpillar 795F AC, see Table 1 for machine data.  
 

Table 1: Machine data for Caterpillar 795F AC 

 
 
The standard truck is equipped with a AC electric drive system, Figure 3. The 
trolley modification feed external power into the inverter cabinet and the existing 
DC link at 2600V. The wheel motors are dimensioned to withstand continuous 
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retarding at 4.75MW (6,365hp) while the diesel engine is limited to 2.54MW 
(3,400hp). This means that speed on grade is limited by available installed power. 
External power feed to the drive system remove this limitation and allows for full 
use of the installed wheel motor capacity (4.5MW external power feed), resulting 
in close to double speed on grade compared to the reference machines. 
 

 
Figure 3: Cat® AC Electric Drive 

 
Figure 4 show a trolley converted Cat 795F AC truck with the pantograph 
structure in front of the machine and pantographs on top of the structure. The 
body canopy have also been modified for visibility and rock-fall protection.  
The Cat Trolley System is developed as a full vertical integration of design and 
manufacturing. The integrated drivetrain optimizes performance and  
serviceability. The truck trolley attachment are all fully integrated with the truck 
systems and controls, so as the operator connects to the trolley system the power 
hand-over from diesel to electricity is automatic and place the diesel engine in a 
high-idle state feeding power to auxiliary systems and being ready to resume duty 
at the end of the lane. A quick-drop feature provides additional layer of 
infrastructure protection, meaning that the pantograph is automatically lowered if 
for any reason the operator should divert from the trolley lane. 
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Figure 4: Trolley modified Cat 795F AC in Aitik. 

 
Overhead power lines 
The infrastructure have many similarities with common railway technology. It 
basically consists of the same components with poles, foundations and contact 
wires that are connected to the catenary wire by dropper wires. The major 
difference is the size of the system and the fact that it is a DC solution meaning 
there are two contact wires hanging 9.6 meters above the ground separated by 4 
meters. To avoid rocks overshooting 9.6 meters there is a height measuring 
system before the trolley line indicating whether the truck are ok to continue 
driving under the line or not. The entire system is isolated and monitored by an 
earth fault detection system. It was decided that the pilot would be suitable to 
build on a waste rock ramp where it was possible to add an extra lane while 
evaluating the technology.  
 

 
Figure 5: Trolley lane in Aitik mine. Leading up to waste dump. Main pit in the 
background. 
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Rectifier station 
The main components of the rectifier station is the 5,3 MVA transformer and the 
12 pulse diode rectifiers. The entire system is rated duty class 5, meaning it can be 
overloaded for shorter periods of time to enable two trucks connected to the line 
simultaneously when needed. The DC Voltage of the line is 2700 V.  
 
Control and monitoring system 
The entire system is integrated into the ABB 800xA system on site. Monitoring 
electrical data, truck passages height measurement system etc. Making it easy to 
get the status of the system and follow up any deviation. 
 

 
Figure 6: Overview of the system in the control system. 

 
 
Consortium 
In order to develop the solution a project consortium was formed.  
Eitech assumed the main responsibility for designing and building the trolley lane 
with overhead contact wires and poles.  
Caterpillar have designed and manufactured the trolley system on the trucks.  
Zeppelin (previous Pon Equipment AB) is the dealer for Caterpillar in the region 
and have installed the trolley kits in the vehicles.  
ABB have designed and delivered the rectifier station feeding power to the trolley 
system. 
Chalmers University have employed a postgraduate research student working on 
theoretical studies on inclusion of energy storage systems on the trucks. 
Boliden have developed infrastructure around the trolley lane, trained technical 
staff and operators, and had the main responsibility for final certification of the 
complete system. 
The Swedish Energy Agency have provided financial support to the pilot project.    
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Challenges to manage 
During the planning, commissioning and operation of the trolley systems several 
challenges have needed to be managed.  
 
The following chapters presents other major topics;  
 
Safety 
All installations need to be safe, and be perceived as safe by all staff in the mine. 
Safety have been managed through risk assessments, work with local safety 
resources, design of signs, design for operator visibility, training programs for 
operators and mine staff.  
 
Mine Planning considerations 
Correct locations for trolley lanes in the mine operation is critical. The investment 
in infrastructure is significant and relocation of a trolley lane is also a big effort. 
Ramps with sufficient life-span to provide a good return on investment need to be 
identified. And the electrified ramps will also need to be planned with high 
tonnage to support the investment. The location is also constrained by the risk of 
debris from blasting, so a sufficient distance between the start of the trolley lane 
and the production area need to be maintained. To get the full potential of the 
trolley system, a trolley optimization need to be included in the long-term life of 
mine plans and pit design. 
Road width requirements have been a critical factor in the project. Most or all 
previous trolley installations have dedicated a lane for the trolley system. In a 
deep open pit that approach would kill any business case due to the increased need 
for waste removal. Therefore the system have been designed to be possible to 
install on a standard 2-lane ramp design with sufficient room for a shovel to go up 
the ramp in the open lane. No dedicated trolley lane will be needed. 
 
Mixed fleet management 
The fact that the trolley system do not run on a dedicated road network no-trolley 
trucks might be on the same ramp, and can in worst case slow trolley trucks down 
if traffic flows are not managed properly. Loaders, graders and other auxiliary 
equipment will also need to be handled. 
Aitik mine do currently run Cat MineStar as dispatch system in the mine. The 
dispatch system optimization do not yet fully account for trolley capability of 
equipment. To fully realize the potential of the electrified truck fleet this 
optimization need further development.  
Another constraint to manage is the differen voltages used on the DC-bus by 
different truck manufacturers in the industry. In Boliden’s operations the current 
AC truck fleet run on internal voltages of 2,600V DC and 1,850V DC, inhibiting 
the use of the same trolley lane without special solutions being developed. Some 
potential solutions for this being explored are; on-board DC/DC converters, offset 
overhead power wires, and trolley lane voltage control from dispatch.  
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Ramp Maintenance considerations 
Haul road quality requirements under the trolley lane are stricter than on normal 
ramps. The target elevation and slope needs to be even to keep the height to the 
overhead wires constant. 
During the winter snow and gravel build-up is also a challenge where the haul 
road elevation changes during a winter can be close to 1 meter.  
To manage the road conformity to design a high precision machine guidance 
system (Cat Terrain) have been equipped to the motor grader maintaining the 
road. Equipment with machine guidance systems were also used during the initial 
ramp construction. 
 
Reliability considerations 
System availability and utilization is critical for the business case of the trolley 
system. Poor reliability also pose a risk in that the usage of the system might 
suffer if the mine production team lose trust in the system.  
Maintenance cost for infrastructure and vehicle installations need to be understood 
long term, but for the pilot test the maintenance need have been very low. Over 
time the maintenance cost for the diesel engines are anticipated to come down 
since the average fuel burn is reduced. 
 
Arctic Climate considerations 
Cold climate, lack of daylight and snow is the conditions in Aitik mine. The road 
maintenance aspects have already been mentioned. Icing problems was a concern 
but have not created any problems during the first winter in operation.  
Dynamic behaviour of trolley system in cold weather have necessitated some 
design updates with hydraulic oil recirculation, but have worked well after being 
updated. 
Night-time visibility have been managed by optimization of light source 
placement on the trolley lane and on the trucks. 
 
Results from pilot test 
Overall the system and component engineering and fabrication have been 
successful with a great team effort to build and commission the system. Most 
important results listed below. 

• Speed benefit for the trolley trucks verified 30 km/h instead of 16 km/h 
• Saves 70s per trip 
• Solid drivetrain performance 
• Fuel consumption reduction measured ~25 litre reduced fuel burn per run 
• Good availability 
• Fewer winter related issues than expected 
• Positive operator feedback on operation and noise levels in the cab 
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Next step for trolley in Boliden’s open pit mines 
As a result of the successful pilot Boliden’s management have decided to proceed 
with a trolley expansion plan for both Aitik and Kevitsa.  
In Aitik a further three kilometers of electric trolley line will now be built at the 
mine, and another ten trucks will be converted to run on electricity. Overall, the 
system will be able to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from transportation over 
the mine’s life span by 15%.  
In Kevitsa, 13 mine trucks are being converted to run on electricity in total 1.8-
kilometre-long electric trolley lines will be built. The investment will enable a 
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions over the life span of the mine by 9%. The 
Kevitsa open-pit mine is located in one of Finland’s largest mineral deposit areas.  
The two systems are being deployed in stages until 2022. It is estimated that 
Boliden will reduce diesel consumption by 5,500 cubic meters per year when the 
investment is completed. In addition, there will be productivity gains as the 
electrically powered trucks can operate at a higher speed.  
 
Future potential 
Trolley system implemented on site opens the possibility of: Dynamic charging. 
What if? 
 The diesel engine is replaced with a battery pack 
 The battery is charging while driving up-hill on the trolley line 
 Run flat haul on electricity from the battery  

‒ on waste dump or to crusher 
 Recharge the battery using retardation going down in the pit 
 Run flat haul on battery  

‒ to shovel and back to trolley line 
This would achieve a 100% diesel fuel saving energy storage system and trolley. 
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A fun piece of trivia – the overhead lines that provide electric power to the trucks 
are mainly made from copper mined in Aitik. 
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